Pet: ________________
Surgery Form
Plantation Animal Clinic
.
Type of surgery: __________________________________________________
As with any surgery requiring general anesthesia, there is a risk that serious complication
or even death may result. To minimize the likelihood of such occurrences, we offer the
following diagnostic tests prior to anesthesia. All tests are potentially lifesaving, and the
value of the test’s usefulness increases with the age of the pet. We strongly recommend
the Chem2 on all animals over 7 years of age. Every anesthetic patient will have an

IV catheter placed prior to any anesthesia for fluid support and administration of
medications.
Chem1:Blood test: an analysis of liver, kidney, and health status. Fee: $56.00  Yes  No
Chem2:Includes chemistries of above, plus CBC, an analysis of red/white blood  Yes  No
cells and platelets. Fee: $88.00
Laser Surgery: We offer laser surgery to our patients. This technology
allows surgery to be performed more safely with less bleeding, swelling  Yes
and pain than traditional surgery. This provides your pet with a more rapid
and comfortable recovery from surgery.
Fee: $67.50

 No

All surgical procedures have some degree of pain associated with them.
Rest assured, your pet will be provided with the most advanced pain medication available. This
medication may cause your pet to be quite “sleepy” the night after anesthesia.
•We can place an Identification microchip in your pet while he/she is  Yes  No
under anesthesia. Because this can be a bit painful we prefer to perform this
while they are sedated. If done under anesthesia we offer a 15% discount
off the regular microchipping cost. (Some of our patients on our special
puppy/kitten “packages” will receive this at no charge. PLEASE VERIFY THIS PRIOR TO
SELECTING YES) Fee: $34.50 (includes registration fee)
Previous medical conditions; reactions to medicines or vaccines?_____________
O heart condition O diabetes O allergies O pregnancy O in heat
(There will be an additional cost of $67.00 if in heat, pregnant, or overweight.)
Please list any medications your pet is currently taking and when it was last given:______
________________________________________________________________________
I am aware of the risk and understand the rest of the information on this form. I give
permission for you to proceed with the surgery.
Signed:______________________________ Date:_____________________________
Phone number(s) where you can be reached today:____________________________
*** We will call you after your pets surgery around 3:30 PM***
How would you like to be contacted? Call  Email  __________________________
** Please do not feed your pet after midnight before the surgery and do not give water the
morning of the surgery. If you would like we will keep your pet, at no charge, the night
before the procedure

